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Remember the queues for the PS3? You don't have to queue for a new kind of online store that launches next week Word on the official PlayStation US blog is that the latest PS3 update, version 2.30, is due to start next week, featuring a fully revamped PlayStation Store.SCEE has just sent word that a
new kind of PlayStation Store will be launched on April 15. You can see a video demo featuring Grace Chen on the US PlayStation website, which gives you an idea of the new look and feel of the store. The editor of PSM3 magazine, Daniel Dawkins told us that it was: Still to get practical with the new
store, but the old store was a clumsy dog. This update looks much better, and more importantly, functional - with convenient preview capabilities, and alphabetical search, etc. Sony's commitment to improving the PS3 core experience continues to impress with every firmware update. And from what we
know, really good things are yet to come. Better Film AudioEric Lempel, Director, PlayStation Network Operations also reports that a software update system will also add a DTS-HD Master Audio output for Blu-ray video, which means that the high-definition Blu-ray visual will now match with high quality
sound for the ultimate movie viewing experience on PS3. DTS-HD Master Audio is described as literally a bit-for-bit identical studio master of recording and makes movie soundtracks and sound effects really about life. It provides audio with an incredibly high speed of 24.5 Mbps on the Blu-ray drive, a
massive improvement on standard DVDs.Lempel adds: DTS-HD Master Audio also offers 7.1 audio channels at 96K sampling frequency/24 bit depth, so you'll be fully immersed in sound. The firmware update will add DTS-HD high-resolution audio as well, which is a similar output technology that requires
less drive space. You can read more about both codecs here. TechRadar will bring you our thoughts on the quality of the PS3's improved Blu-ray audio as soon as the firmware launches next week. Follow all the action live from Old TraffordAfter the latest updates'President Trump rightly noted that this
year's defense bill does not contain all the provisions that we Republicans would like. ... But that's the way it is every year, Mitch McConnell saidOne in Greater Manchester was torn out within 48 hours. Another in London is worth 30,000 pounds to remove. Chiara Giordano explains why some people
believe pop-up bike lanes are doing more harm than the race will decide whether Democrats or Republicans control SenateActress says 12-year-old Birdie first spoke about his sexuality when they were 10 races will decide whether Democrats or Republicans control SenateBess Kalb doesn't mean to
finish 2020 by making Christopher Hitchens The woman's not funny 2007 Vanity Fair essay - like much of his late author's work - is condescending, poorly written and lacks any clearly defined qualities next to his ability to annoy people. One of those exasperated exasperated More than this historically
was the week when we were reporting on Star Wars movies making daily box office fees averaging $20M, but in this distressing Covid environment, where 60% of all U.S./Canada theaters closed, we should only emphasize that Warner Bros.' Wonder Woman 1984 made an estimated $22.5M in its first
week. Now these numbers make a favorable deviation allowed Sukek to stab home. The Hammers lost goalkeeper Lukasz Fabianski to injury during the warm-up but his replacement Darren Randolph barely managed to save to make it as Everton struggled to break down their rearguard. West Ham didn't
empty some decent chances until Soucek hit late, The first forcing Jordan Pickford to parry a shot before reacting quicker to send home Aaron Cresswell deflected an effort for a goal that gave West Ham boss David Moyes his first win at Goodison Park since leaving Everton in 2013.New chaos in
government as the politics of last week's Crowd of Mummers marched through the streets of south Philadelphia on New Year's Day to protest the official cancellation of the parade due to problems with the crown. The Philadelphia Inquirer reported that about 200 people took part in the unauthorized
parade, which was held in protest. The annual parade has been a source of controversy for the city, mostly recently in 2020, when some officials called for its overhaul after racist language from some attendees. Credit: @ChaiMike26 through StoryfulExclusive: There are people in the chambers who
ideally we would like to in intensive care, but we don't have the capacity, the clinician tells The IndependentTomas Soucek leaves it late as West Ham stun the lackluster EvertonTwo second race in Georgia, expected to lead to a battle for the SenateCongress reissued president Donald Trump's veto on
the defense bill. In an extraordinary session on New Year's Day, the Republican-controlled Senate easily overrided the veto, rejecting Trump's $740 billion objection to the bill and handing him stinging rebukes weeks before the end of his term. Two second races in Georgia are expected to lead to a battle
for a top-125,379 patients hospitalized with coronavirus on New Year's Eve West Ham kicked off 2021 with three points after Tomas Sukek grabbed a late winner at Everton. David Moyes marked a year off his first game back at West Ham with his first win at Goodison Park since leaving as Soucek's goal
capped off a battling and solid performance from the Hammers. Here's how Jack Rosser praised West Ham's individual performances at Goodison Park... Updated: 08/31/2020 from Computer Hope abbreviated PS, PlayStation is a game console first released by Sony on December 3, 1994. Since its
initial release, Sony has created PlayStation 2, 3, PlayStation 4 and portable PSP. PlayStation 4 PlayStation 3 PlayStation 2 PlayStation Linked PlayStation 4 page, also called PS4, is the latest iteration of Sony's Sony Games released on November 15, 2013. It competes with the Nintendo Wii you and
Microsoft's Xbox One. The image is an example of the PlayStation 4 console and its controller. The PlayStation 4 hardware information PS4 console uses an AMD 64-bit processor, 8 gigabytes of GDDR5 memory, connects to the Internet via Wi-Fi or Ethernet cable, and uses Blu-ray drives. It can connect
to the TV via the HDMI connection for excellent video and audio quality. PlayStation 3 Short for PlayStation 3, PS3 is the third game console developed by Sony, which was first released on November 11, 2006. This image shows an example of a PlayStation 3 console and a wireless controller. The PS3
competed with Microsoft's Xbox 360 and Nintendo Wii, and had models with 40GB to 320GB of hard drives. PlayStation 2 abbreviated PS2, PlayStation 2 is the second generation game console from Sony, which was first released on March 4, 2000. The console used CDs and DVDs to play and
competed with Nintendo GameCube and Microsoft Xbox. PlayStation Is Often Abbreviated to PS1 and PSX, PlayStation is the first console released by Sony on December 3, 1994. He used compact sites to play and competed with the Nintendo 64 and Sega Saturn. Later, Sony released the PS One on
July 7, 2000, which was a smaller redesign of the original PlayStation. AMD, APU, Blu-ray, CamelCase, computer acronyms, game terms, hardware terms, HDMI, Nintendo Switch, PlayStation Now, PSP, Sony Crackle, Wii, Xbox Help! I have a PS1 and I need help when I start it I just get a black screen
and nuthin not logo or running my uncle thinks it's a video problem, but I need help HELP PLEASE! Best answer: Unfortunately, people can't give digital games to others through the PlayStation Store. The only way to gift a digital game is by buying a playStation Store gift card and giving that to your friend
so they can use it to purchase the game on their own account. Digital goodies: PlayStation Gift Card (from $10 on Amazon) There doesn't seem to be a good reason why you can't gift digital games through the PlayStation Store now, except Sony just doesn't allow it. Whether it's due to technical
limitations, licensing problems or something else completely unknown, but what we do know is that it's not possible at the moment. What's good about the PlayStation Store wish list? You may ask yourself why bother having a digital wish list feature if your friends can't use it. Well, that's a digital wish list
for yourself, so you can track games that you can purchase in the future. Can Xbox users donate digital games through the Microsoft Store? Yes, Xbox players can give digital games to their friends through the Microsoft Store, but the caveat is that you can only give a gift to someone else in the same
region as you. For example, if you live in the UK and are trying to someone in the U.S. digital game, they won't be able to redeem it, and you'll be changes for everything you've spent on it. When will the PlayStation Store support a gift for digital gaming? PlayStation did not say when or even if digital giving
would become a feature that the store supports. Given that Sony has recently adopted a policy that blocks retailers from selling full game digital download codes, we hope that gift giving goes sooner rather than later. But as always with this kind of thing, don't hold your breath. Your only option at the
moment is not ideal, but if you want to give a friend a digital PS4 game you need to buy them a gift card to do so. Fortunately, you have several denominations to choose from and this gives your friend a choice in what they choose. Charge controllers without taking away precious USB space on your
console. HyperX ChargePlay Duo can charge two at once in two hours through a AC adapter. WD 2TB Elements External Hard Drive saves you from the hassle of having to remove and reload when you want to play, giving you tons of extra storage. We can earn commissions for purchases using our
links. Learn more. More.
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